SERVICE PRO® OEM SERIES WIPER BLADES
DESCRIPTION:

FEATURES:

SERVICE PRO® OEM Series Wiper Blade are the perfect replacement for any conventional OEM
wiper. This is a true OEM wiper blade that meets or exceeds the specifications of SAE J903C.
Frame - An all steel frame with a black anti-rust finish provides strength and durability. It
features wind channel ports that prevent lifting while driving at highway speeds. This is the
major cause of wiper “smearing.” The profile of the blade provides superior wrap characteristics
that ensure even contact with the windshield along the entire length of the rubber. This is
critically important on highly curved windshields.
Joints - Joints are constructed of OEM specified stainless steel rivets which provide maximum
strength for the frame’s lateral stability, even during harsh weather conditions. The polymer
bushings ensure quiet operation, and eliminate noise at the end of each wiper “sweep”. The
frame is engineered with the proper number of claws or pressure points, to ensure even
pressure distribution along the length of the rubber. The combination of these features provides
superior wipe and quiet operation.
Rubber - Molded rubber is specified by leading OEM’s because of its durability and longer life.
The SERVICE PRO® OEM Series Wiper Blade uses high density molded rubber to provide the
finest wiping edge in the industry. The rubber is reinforced with a dual stainless steel spline as
required by automotive manufacturers throughout the world. The stainless steel spline ensures
consistent pressure along the entire wiping edge. The combination of engineered joints,
stainless steel spline and natural rubber squeegee provide a streak-free and chatter-free wipe.
SERVICE PRO® OEM Series Wiper Blades meet or exceed all requirements of the SAE J903C
specifications and conform to all Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards.
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